The results of space studies are used in many applications, including the education. Work with the schools is a natural method to inform the general public about the role and value of space studies for humanity. The first Russian-Australian scientific-educational micro-satellite
INTRODUCTION
The "Kolibri-2000" micro-satellite (MS) [1, 2] has been designed as a base satellite for the entire Program of Scientific -Educational Micro-Satellites (PSEMS' 2002 (PSEMS' -2007 [3] . The program of scientific researches was realized by the usage of the complex scientific equipment (CSE) aboard "Kolibri-2000", including:
The fluxgate magnetometer (TFM) [4] to measure intensity of Earth magnetic field three orthogonal components (Bdcx, Bdcy, and Bdc) in the range +/-64000 nT and of its fluctuations in frequency band 0.01-15 Hz (Bacx, Bacy, and Bacz) in the range +/-100 nT, along with spectral density of fluctuations in the band 50-60 Hz (B50) for one component. TFM data were used also by onboard magnetic-gravitation system of orientation (BUSOS), served for damping of MS fluctuations [5] .
The analyzer of particles and fields (AChP) [6] to measure: a). Precipitated particles and rays: electrons with energy > 75 keV (in two directions -zenith and nadir); electrons with energy > 300 and > 600 keV (in different direction along an axis, perpendicular to zenith}; protons with energy > 50 MeV; neutrons of 0.1 eV -10,0 MeV; γ-rays with energy: > 50 keV and > 2 MeV. b). Electric field: DC field (Edc) one component in the range +/-2560 mV/m; spectral density of fluctuations in the frequency band of 50-60 Hz (E50) for one component.
It has been shown [7] that the difference between the flow of energetic electrons in the quiet geomagnetic conditions (on 7 April) and in the disturbed ones (on 22 April) can reach 5-6 times. Measurements on board the satellites with small mass make it possible to increase noticeably the accuracy of monitoring the parameters of cosmic radiation, especially neutron emissions. This is because of during the measurements on board the massive space objects, such as ISS (>100 tons), the significant contribution in the of detector's count rates result from the secondary radiation, which is produced by interaction with the spacecraft of the energetic charged particles of the galactic cosmic rays and that of the Earth radiation belts.
ELECTROMAGNETIC CLEANLINESS
Data processing during the flight and their physical interpretation have shown, that the approach to electromagnetic cleanliness, realized during design and tests of the "Kolibri-2000", provided a high-level of electromagnetic cleanliness in flight. It has ensured the measurement of magnetic and electric fields with sensitivity, exceeded in the appropriate ranges the levels, achieved in a number of the specialized international projects, for example Interball-1 ( Fig. 1 ) [8] . It should be noted that the sensors of electric field (cylindrical films with diameter 20 mm and length 100 mm) were mounted directly at the ends of the solar panels, and the fluxgate sensor for magnetic field has been placed inside the MS body. a) Electric field. Curve 1, 2 -Interball-1 and Prognoz-8 bow shock crossing; Curve 3, 6 -Interball-1 background spectra in solar wind; Curve 4, 5 -Interball-1 filter-bank spectra at bow shock. b) Magnetic field. Curve 1 -bow shock spectrum from the Prognoz-10; Curve 2 -Interball-1 bow shock spectrum (FFT of waveform); Curves 3,5 -Interball-1 noise spectrum (FFT of waveform and filter-bank spectra); Curve 4 -Interball-1 bow shock. Event *1 -wave packet with highest frequency (h*) ~ 1.0 Hz is observed in Bacx and Bacz components. This infers, along with the fact that the fluctuations near 1 Hz are not observed in Bacy and that the DC magnetic field is close to the plane X-Z, that the transverse wave packet has nearly circular polarization.
Event *2 has more complicated spectra like "inverted V". Spectrum in component Bacx during 20s displays interchanged maxima at ~ 0.2 Hz and 1. Spectrum in component Bacz at this time has maximum, gradually displacing from 0.8 Hz to 0.15 Hz. For more precise interpretation of this event it is necessary, to restore the orientation of the spacecraft axes, which are fluctuating relative to Earth's magnetic field.
During events *1 and *2 (19:56 -20:02 UT) in spectrum of DC (< 0.5 Hz) electric field the intensity of fluctuations at frequencies 0.02 -0.08 Hz by two orders of magnitude exceeds that of 0.1 -0.5 Hz.
Event *3 -wave packet with lowest frequency 0.1 Hz is seen. Event *4 -wave packet with central frequency ~ 0.8 Hz is observed in Bacx and Bacy components and the main Earth's magnetic field is close to plane X-Y, i.e. indicative for the circular polarization of the packet wave, similar to event *1.
Event *5 -monochromatic wave packet with central frequency ~ 0.12 Hz is observed in Bacx and Bacy components.
It is important to note that events 1-3 were observed close to the geomagnetic equator (INVAR M.LAT < 15 and MLT ~ 8-9), while the events *4, *5 -on middle latitudes (INVAR M.LAT ~ 60 and MLT ~ 11-13).
These events will be further studied and processed, including the data of spacecraft attitude and of ground stations, obtained during solar activity on April 2002.
